General information

Karolinum Press publishes more than twenty journals in many areas of study, including humanities, natural sciences, medicine, law, education and economy. The tradition of some of these go as far back as the 19th-century, while others have been established quite recently in reaction to the current needs of the university and academic community. Karolinum Press aims to publish prestigious open access journals, available to the broadest range of readers, both in electronic and in printed formats, while always protecting the rights of authors to the maximum extent possible.

Karolinum Press provides the following services
• editorial services
• typesetting and printing
• graphic layout
• electronic publishing on the Karolinum Press’s website (www.karolinum.cz/journals)
• indexing services (EBSCO, Scopus, Medline, DOAJ, CEEOL, CNKI and others)
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Open access
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www.karolinum.cz
Acta Medica (Hradec Králové)

Acta Medica (Hradec Králové) is an English language multidisciplinary medical journal. Acta Medica publishes reviews, original articles, brief communications, case reports, announcements, and notices. The journal was founded in 1958 under the title “A Collection of Scientific Works of the Charles University’s Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové”.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Jiří Horáček is a professor in the Department of Internal Medicine at the Charles University, Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové.

Subject Areas
medicine / stomatology

Abstracting and Indexing
Chemical Abstracts, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Hinari, Index Medicus, MEDLINE, Scopus, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Editorial Office Acta Medica
Charles University
Faculty of Medicine in Hradec Králové
Šimkova 870
500 38 Hradec Králové
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 495 816 532
E-mail: actamedica@lfhk.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 400/year
actamedica@lfhk.cuni.cz

actamedica.lfhk.cuni.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/acta-medica
Open Access
AUC Geographica

AUC Geographica (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Geographica) is a scholarly academic journal published since 1966 that focuses on actual results of research from a wide range of the geographical sciences: physical geography and geo-ecology, regional, social, political and economic geography and regional development, cartography and geo-information, demography and geo-demography. The journal disseminates research results on geographical theory and methodology and also strives to help solve practical problems in Czech regional, socio-economic and demographical policy-making.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Vit Vilímek is an associate professor in the Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology at the Charles University.

Subject Areas
geography / demography / cartography

Abstracting and Indexing
CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Emerging Sources Citation Index, GeoBibline, Scopus, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Department of Applied Geoinformatics and Cartography
Faculty of Science
Charles University
Albertov 6
128 43 Praha 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 951 351
E-mail: eva.stefanova@natur.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 200
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 400/year
Geographical Library, Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2,
Czech Republic
knihgeog@natur.cuni.cz

Two issues/year
90 pages/issue
Founded: 1966
ISSN 0300-5402
E-ISSN 2336-1980

www.aucgeographica.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/geographica
Open Access
AUC Historia Universitatis Carolinae Pragensis

The journal *AUC Historia Universitatis Carolinae Pragensis* (*Acta Universitatis Carolinae Historia Universitatis Carolinae Pragensis*), subtitled “Příspěvky k dějinám Univerzity Karlovy” (Papers on the History of Charles University), is a periodical devoted not only to the history of the Prague university but also to the history of education and the student movement in the Czech Lands. This journal, published since 1960 as part of the *Acta Universitatis Carolinae* series, also publishes essays presenting original historical sources (all texts are accompanied by summaries in foreign languages, mainly in English and German). It regularly publishes reviews of and annotations on works on the history of education and annals of research activities.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Petr Svobodný is a professor of history at the Charles University and Director of the Institute of the History of Charles University and Charles University Archives.

Subject Areas
history of education / Charles University

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOl, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Charles University
Institute of the History of CU and Archive of CU
Ovocný trh 5
116 36 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 224 491 463
E-mail: petr.svobodny@ruk.cuni.cz, blanka.zilynska@ruk.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Back Issues: from CZK 15
Charles University,
Institute of the History of CU and CU Archives,
Ovocný trh 5, 116 36 Praha 1, Czech Republic
monika.berankova@ruk.cuni.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/hucp
Open Access
AUC Interpretationes

AUC Interpretationes (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Interpretationes Studia Philosophica Europeana) is a philosophical journal focusing on 20th-century European philosophy, particularly French and German philosophy, and phenomenology.

About the Editors
Marius Sitsch and Hanna Trindade are researchers at the Charles University.

Subject Areas
philosophy / phenomenology

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CNKI, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS

Editorial Address
AUC Interpretationes
U Kříže 8
158 00 Praha 5
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 251 080 336
E-mail: karel.novotny@fhs.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 180
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi

Two issues/year
150 pages/issue
Founded: 2011
ISSN 1804-624X
E-ISSN 2464-6504
AUC Iuridica

*AUC Iuridica* (Acta Universitatis Carolinæ Iuridica) is a legal journal published since 1955, which presents longer studies as well as short articles on topics relevant for legal theory and international, European and Czech law. It also publishes works concerning current legislative problems.

**About the Editor-in-Chief**
Pavel Šturma is a professor of public international law at Charles University.

**Subject Areas**
law / legal theory

**Abstracting and Indexing**
CEEOL, EBSCO, Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals, Ulrichsweb

**Editorial Address**
AUC Iuridica
Univerzita Karlova
Právnická fakulta
nám. Curieových 7
116 40 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 005 335
E-mail: svobodon@prf.cuni.cz

**Subscriptions/Distribution**
Single issue: CZK 65
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 260/year
AUC Iuridica, Univerzita Karlova, Právnická fakulta, nám. Curieových 7, 116 40 Praha 1, Czech Republic
svobodon@prf.cuni.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/iuridica
Open Access
AUC Kinanthropologica

*AUC Kinanthropologica (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Kinanthropologica)* is a Czech and international journal and a forum for dissemination of results in kinanthropology. This interdisciplinary journal, which publishes only unpublished articles in English, presents general and applied fields of kinanthropology, such as anthropology, anthropomotorics, physical education, psychology of sport, sport pedagogy, sociology of sport, philosophy and ethics of sport, history of sport, sport management, physiology of sport and exercise, physiotherapy, and applied physical activity.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Jan Heller is an associate professor of kinanthropology at Charles University.

Subject Areas
sports / education / physiotherapy / history of sports / philosophy of sports / sociology of sports

Abstracting and Indexing
CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, SPOLIT, SPORTDiscus, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
AUC Kinanthropologica
José Martího 31
162 50 Praha 6, Czech Republic
Phone: +420 220 172 019
E-mail: auc-k@ftvs.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 190
www.karolinum.cz/kupektvi
Subscriptions: CZK 380/year
Charles University, Faculty of Physical Education and Sport, Central Sports Library,
José Martího 31, 162 52 Praha 6, Czech Republic
auc-k@ftvs.cuni.cz
AUC Philologica (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Philologica) is an academic journal published by Charles University. It publishes scholarly articles in a large number of disciplines (English, German, Greek and Latin, Oriental, Romance and Slavonic studies, as well as in phonetics and translation studies), both on linguistic and on literary and cultural topics. Apart from articles it publishes reviews of new academic books or special issues of academic journals.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Petr Mareš is a professor of linguistics at Charles University.

Subject Areas
philology / linguistics / literary history / literary theory

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
AUC Philologica
Univerzita Karlova
Filozofická fakulta
Vydavatelství
nám. Jana Palacha 2
116 38 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 619 340
E-mail: zdena.wiendlova@ff.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 450/year
AUC Philologica, Univerzita Karlova, Filozofická fakulta, Vydavatelství, nám. Jana Palacha 2, 116 38 Praha 1, Czech Republic
books@ff.cuni.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/philologica
Open Access
AUC Philosophica et Historica

AUC Philosophica et Historica (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Philosophica et Historica) is a multidisciplinary academic journal focused on the humanities with more than 50 years of tradition.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Hana Pátková is a professor of auxiliary historical disciplines at Charles University.

Subject Areas
history / sociology / aesthetics / ethnology / logics

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
AUC Philosophica et Historica
Univerzita Karlova
Filozofická fakulta
Vydavatelství
nám. Jana Palacha 2
116 38 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 619 340
E-mail: zdena.wiendlova@ff.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 300/year
AUC Philosophica et Historica, Univerzita Karlova,
Filozofická fakulta, Vydavatelství, nám. Jana Palacha 2,
116 38 Praha 1, Czech Republic
books@ff.cuni.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/philosophica-et-historica
Open Access
AUC Studia Territorialia

AUC Studia Territorialia (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Studia Territorialia) is a peer-reviewed academic journal focusing on Area Studies. It covers political, economic, social, and cultural affairs of North America, Europe, and post-Soviet Eurasia in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The journal was founded in 2001; currently, it appears biannually, both electronically and in print. It publishes original scholarly articles, book reviews, conference reports and research notes. The journal is a publication of the Institute of International Studies at Charles University’s Faculty of Social Sciences.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Jan Šír is a Central Asia expert at Charles University.

Subject Areas
modern history / politics / economics / area studies

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS

Editorial Address
AUC Studia Territorialia
IMS FSV UK
U Kříže 8
158 00 Praha 5
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 251 080 251
E-mail: stuter@fsv.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 160
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi

Two issues/year
100 pages/issue
Founded: 2001
ISSN 1213-4449
E-ISSN 2336-3231

stuter.fsv.cuni.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/studia-territorialia
Open Access
AUC Theologica

Founded in 2011 and published by Catholic Faculty of Theology, Charles University, AUC Theologica (Acta Universitatis Carolinae Theologica) is a major theological journal in the Czech Republic. The journal’s scope is to provide researchers with current theological research, scholarship and interpretation. The journal is open to all the disciplines of theology, such as fundamental and dogmatic theology, biblical and patristic studies, church history and history of sacred art and ecumenical studies. The journal aims to become a platform of a scientific dialogue not only in the Czech Republic, but internationally as well.

About the Editor-in-Chief
David Vopřada is a specialist in theology and patristic studies at Charles University.

Subject Areas
theology / biblical studies / ecumenical studies / church history

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CEJSH, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, EZB, LITaRS

Editorial Address
AUC Theologica
Katolická teologická fakulta UK
Thákurova 3
160 00 Praha 6
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 220 181 358
E-mail: theologica@ktf.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 100
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 200/year
theologica@ktf.cuni.cz

Two issues/year
150 pages/issue
Founded: 2011
ISSN 1804-5588
E-ISSN 2336-3398

Open Access
Central European Journal for Contemporary Religion

Central European Journal for Contemporary Religion is a scholarly journal issued both by the Hussite Theological Faculty of the Charles University and Karolinum Press, serving as a publication platform for Comparative Religion and related scholarship. It focuses mainly on contemporary religious phenomena with special (but not exclusive) focus on Central and Eastern Europe. It should serve both as a source of information on the religious life in the region and as a reservoir of scholarly studies focused on contemporary lived religion at large. The journal also covers latest theoretical and methodological trends in Comparative Religion, Ritual Studies and other disciplines.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Pavel Hošek is a professor of theology and comparative religion at Charles University.

Subject Areas
religious studies

Editorial Address
Central European Journal for Contemporary Religion
Hussite Theological Faculty
Charles University
Pacovská 350/4
140 21 Praha 4
Czech Republic
E-mail: cejcr@htf.cuni.cz

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CNKI

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 180
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 360/year
cejcr@htf.cuni.cz

www.cejcr.com
www.karolinum.cz/journals/cejcr
Open Access
Envigogika

Envigogika is an academic online journal focused on environmental education, education for sustainable development and other related areas. Its objective is to strengthen the theoretical foundations of these disciplines through discussion and contribute to innovations in teaching practice. In addition to a pedagogical and philosophical disciplinary focus, the journal covers a wider variety of interdisciplinary themes. These include the social aspects of the sustainability transition and related changes in awareness, lifestyle and behaviour.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Jana Dlouhá is a specialist in environmental education in the Environment Center at Charles University.

Subject Areas
education / environmental sciences / sustainable development

Abstracting and Indexing
DOAJ, ERIH PLUS, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Envigogika
Centrum pro otázky životního prostředí
Univerzita Karlova
José Martího 2
162 00 Praha 6
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 220 199 485
E-mail: envigogika@czp.cuni.cz

www.envigogika.cuni.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/envigogika
Open Access
European Journal of Environmental Sciences

The European Journal of Environmental Sciences offers a mixture of original peer-reviewed research papers, which bring you some of the most exciting developments in environmental sciences in the broadest sense, often with an inter- or trans-disciplinary perspective, focused on the European problems. The journal also includes critical reviews on topical issues, and overviews of the status of environmental protection in particular regions or countries. The journal covers a broad range of topics, including direct or indirect interactions between abiotic or biotic components of the environment, interactions of environment with human society, or environmental sustainability.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Pavel Kindlman is a professor in the Institute for Environmental Studies at the Charles University. He is an associate editor of the Acta Oecologica and member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the Journal of Applied Entomology. He is also the editor of the book Himalayan Biodiversity in the Changing World and a co-author of Population Systems: A General Introduction.

Subject Areas
biology / ecology / environmental sciences

Abstracting and Indexing
CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Emerging Sources Citation Index, OARE, Scopus, Ulrichsweb, Zoological Record

Editorial Address
European Journal of Environmental Sciences
Benátská 2
128 01 Praha 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 604 753 397
E-mail: pavel.kindlmann@centrum.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi Subscriptions:
CZK 300/year
Library of the Institute for Environmental Studies,
Benátská 2, 128 01 Praha 2, Czech Republic
knihuzp@natur.cuni.cz

www.ejes.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/ejes
Open Access
Historická sociologie

Historická sociologie / Historical Sociology is interdisciplinary journal focusing primarily on sociological, political science and historical perspectives on the issue of long-term social processes and trends, modernization, globalization tendencies and impacts. The journal creates a broader platform for research in the historical social sciences. The epistemological field is not strictly bounded, it is also meant to overlap with civilizationalism, cultural sociology and other related fields.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Bohuslav Šalanda is an associate professor in the Department of Historical Sociology at Charles University.

Subject Areas
sociology / history

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CEJSH, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Emerging Sources Citation Index, ERIH PLUS, OAJI, recensio.net, Scopus, SSOAR, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Časopis Historická sociologie
Pracoviště historické sociologie
Fakulta humanitních studií Univerzity Karlovy
U Kříže 8, 158 00 Praha 5 – Jinonice
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 251 080 356
E-mail: bohuslav.salanda@fhs.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 120
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 240/year
journals@karolinum.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/historicka-sociologie
Open Access
Ibero-Americana Pragensia

The *Ibero-Americana Pragensia* annual is an academic publication published since 1967 by Charles University. It has acquired considerable prestige and since the 1990s has been annotated by one of the most famous bibliographical journals *Revista Interamericana de Bibliografia*, published by the Organization of the American States. It was the first academic periodical in Central and Eastern Europe published in Spanish. It presents mainly essays in history, literary science and linguistics, and secondly also in ethnology, arts history, philosophy and other humanities fields. The section titled “Materials” presents sources on the relations of Central Europe with Spanish and Portuguese speaking regions.

**About the Editor-in-Chief**

Simona Binková is the director of the Centre for Ibero-American Studies at Charles University.

**Subject Areas**

history / literature / Ibero-American studies

**Abstracting and Indexing**

CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Ulrichsweb

**Editorial Address**

Ibero-Americana Pragensia

Středisko ibero-amerických studií

Univerzita Karlova

Hybernská 3, 110 00 Praha 1

Czech Republic

Phone: +420 619 514

E-mail: ibero@ff.cuni.cz

**Subscriptions/Distribution**

Single issue: CZK 160

www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi

Subscriptions: CZK 320/year

Univerzita Karlova, Filozofická fakulta, Vydavatelství, nám. Jana Palacha 2, 116 38 Praha 1,

Czech Republic

books@ff.cuni.cz

Two issues/year

250 pages/issue

Founded: 1967

ISSN 0536-2520

E-ISSN 2464-7063

www.karolinum.cz/journals/ibero-americana-pragensia

Open Access
Orbis scholae is a journal published by Charles University, Prague, in cooperation with Masaryk University, Brno. It features articles on school education in the wider socio-cultural context. It aims to contribute to our understanding and the development of school education, and to the reflection of teaching practice and educational policy.

**About the Editor-in-Chief**
Eliška Walterová is a professor in the Institute for Research and Development of Education at Charles University.

**Subject Areas**
pedagogy / education

**Abstracting and Indexing**
CEEOL, CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, Scopus, Ulrichsweb

**Editorial Address**
Ústav výzkumu a rozvoje vzdělávání PedF UK
Orbis scholae
Myslíkova 7
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 900 530
E-mail: OrbisScholae@seznam.cz

**Subscriptions/Distribution**
Single issue: CZK 150
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 450/year
journals@karolinum.cz

www.orbisscholae.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/orbis-scholae
Open Access
Praehistorica

Praehistorica is an academic journal specializing in the archaeology of Central Europe. The journal has been published since 1938. It focuses on topics covering the period from prehistory to early modern history and presents monographs as well as topical collections.

About the Editor
Miroslav Popelka is an associate professor of archaeology at Charles University.

Subject Areas
history / archaeology / Central Europe

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, EBSCO, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Praehistorica
Ústav pro archeologii
Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy
Celetná 20
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 619 733
E-mail: renata.smidtova@ff.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue:
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions:
Praehistorica, Ústav pro archeologii, Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy, Celetná 20, 110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic
renata.smidtova@ff.cuni.cz

www.karolinum.cz/journals/praehistorica
Open Access
Prague Medical Report

Prague Medical Report is an English quarterly published multidisciplinary biomedical journal. Prague Medical Report was founded as Sborník lékařský in May 1885. The journal presents public primary scientific publications, short communications, casuistry, and reviews. It contains articles based on important specialised lectures and symposia.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Kateřina Jandová is a specialist in physiology at Charles University.

Subject Areas
medicine / biomedicine

Abstracting and Indexing
CNKI, DOAJ, EBSCO, Index Medicus, MEDLINE, Scopus, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Prague Medical Report
Kateřinská 32
121 08 Praha 2
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 224 964 570
E-mail: medical.report@lf1.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: EUR 20
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: EUR 60/year
journals@karolinum.cz

Open Access
About the Editor-in-Chief
Petra Skřejpková is a legal history expert at Charles University.

Subject Areas
history / law

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Právněhistorické studie
Právnická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy
nám. Curieových 7
116 40 Praha 1, Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 005 539
E-mail: soukup@prf.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 250
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 500/year
Právněhistorické studie, Právnická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy, nám. Curieových 7, 116 40 Praha 1, Czech Republic
podlesa@prf.cuni.cz

Two issues/year
150–250 pages/issue
Founded: 1955
ISSN 0079-4929
E-ISSN 2464-689X

www.karolinum.cz/journals/pravnehistoricke-studie
Open Access
Psychologie pro praxi

Psychologie pro praxi (Psychology for Practice) is an academic journal focused on practical applications of psychological research and theory, particularly in psychology of work and organization, social psychology, and psychology of education.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Ilona Gillernová is an associate professor of psychology at Charles University.

Subject Areas
psychology / sociology

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, DOAJ, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
Psychologie pro praxi
Nám. J. Palacha 2
116 38 Praha 1
Czech Republic
Phone: +420 221 619 675
E-mail: ppp@ff.cuni.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 80
www.karolinum.cz/knihkupectvi
Subscriptions: CZK 160/year
journals@karolinum.cz

Two issues/year
100 pages/issue
Founded: 2009
ISSN 1803-8670
E-ISSN 2336-6486
Reflexe

Reflexe was founded in 1985 by philosopher Ladislav Hejdánek and published in samizdat until 1990. Nowadays it is leading Czech philosophical and theological journal published by Charles University and OIKOYMENH.

About the Editor-in-Chief
Tomáš Koblížek is a specialist on philosophy of literature at Institute of Philosophy, Czech Academy of Sciences.

Subject Areas
philosophy / theology

Abstracting and Indexing
CEEOL, CNKI, EBSCO, ERIH PLUS, Scopus, Ulrichsweb

Editorial Address
OIKOYMENH – Reflexe
Černá 3
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
E-mail: reflexe@oikoymenh.cz

Subscriptions/Distribution
Single issue: CZK 128, EUR 6
www.knihkupectvikarolinum.cz
Subscriptions: CZK 256/year, EUR 18/year
reflexe@oikoymenh.cz

REFLEXE
FILOSOFICKÝ ČASOPIS

Jindřich Kocouř
Duch a organismus

Tereza Matějková
Hegelova spekulace jako odpověď na Platónova dialektiku

Jana Jiřísová
Pojetí utrpění a zla v evoluční teorii Teilharda de Chardin

Karel Hlaváček
K centrálnímu paradoxu Adornoovy „minimalistní teologie“

Petr Prášek
Tři postavy toužení fenomenologie ve Francii a otázka korelačního a priori

Javier Gomá Lanzón
Praxe následování

Two issues/year
200 pages/issue
Founded: 1985
ISSN 0862-6901
E-ISSN 2533-7637

reflexe.cz
www.karolinum.cz/journals/reflexe
Open Access
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